
Hello Pinball-Friends! 

Because of the EPC 2010 taking place in Zurich this year I‘ll open my pinballlroom 
„Outlane“ on Thursday 14 and Friday 15 of October from 19 pm till late. All pin-
balls are played with Swiss Francs and set to five balls per game. Smoking is al-
lowed und there are hot dogs and a waste variety of beers and other drinks at the 
bar. If you want to visit the Outlane I would be glad if you send me a short email 
(vasella@gmx.net) so I know how many people I can expect.

The Outlane is about 15 min. away from the center of the city. Take the tram no. 2 til 
the stop „Freihofstrasse“.
If you come with a car from the highway (A1, Bern/Basel) take the first exit (Zürich 
Altstetten), follow direction „Altstetten“, after a whole turn to the right, you come on 
the „Europabrücke“. When you drive down this bridge, go straight at the first traffic 
light and turn left at the second. You should be now on the Badenerstrasse. After 
another traffic light (go straight) turn right into the Flüelastrasse.  Fuchsiastrasse is 
the first street to the left. I have no parking spaces, search for free a public parking 
space on the Flüelastrasse.
Watch for a door bell outside the gray Garage Door at the end of the Fuchsiastrasse.

If you are hungry and you want more than hot dogs, there are a few restaurants that 
can be reached from the Outlane easily by foot: Bocciodromo (www.bocciacono.ch) 
great italian Kitchen - not only pizza and homemade pasta! If you like asian food 
go to the restaurant Singapore near the tram stop. Good food is also offered at the 
restaurant Turbinenhalle (www.turbinenhalle.ch), witch has it‘s own beerbrewery.

Good Luck at the EPC 2010!

Ivo Vasella 
(mobile ++41 79 676 70 17 - vasella@gmx.net)
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Outlane, in the basement of Fuchsiastrasse 10.

To get there: Through Flüelastrasse/Fuchsiastrasse,
the street leads directly to a garage-entrance.
Enter through the left grey garage-door. 
Watch out for the door bell!                   See picture:

(For Orientation): Stadium Letzigrund

(For Orientation): AMAG (VW/Audi-Garage)

(For Orientation): NISSAN-Garage Altstetten

Tramstop Freihofstrasse (Tram No.2), go by foot through the „Enzianweg“:

Restaurant: Bocciodromo/Da Cono, Badenerstrasse 526

Restaurant: Singapore, Badenerstrasse 530

Restaurant/Bar: Pizza Züri, Badenerstrasse 558 

Restaurant/Brewery: Turbinenhalle, Badenerstrasse 571
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